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Investments
USD 8.6 billion invested on
behalf of our clients in attractive
and differentiated businesses
and assets.

Investment environment

In the current investment environment, in which elevated
prices persist for attractive assets, substantial value creation
is required to generate outsized returns for investors. At
the end of 2020, Preqin, one of the largest data providers
for the private markets industry, analyzed the performance
of diversified buyout managers since the Global Financial
Crisis (GFC) and ranked Partners Group among the topmost
consistent performers. It is our view that this result was driven
by our thematic investing and transformational businessbuilding approach.

We are proud to report strong portfolio performance in
2020. We broadly outperformed relevant public markets
benchmarks and delivered superior returns for our clients,
despite the economic uncertainty caused by the COVID-19
pandemic. Our transformational investing strategy provided
support to our portfolio in H1 and facilitated a rapid return
to growth in H2. The foundations for portfolio stability were
laid by our emphasis on thematic sourcing coupled with our
disciplined asset selection and value creation approach.

Performance for the twelve-month period ended
31 December 2020

Thematic investing is our proprietary and systematic
approach to identify great investment and asset development
opportunities in today's fast-changing environment. Our
targeted businesses are those that not only greatly benefit
from structural trends and related growth, but that offer us
the potential to transform them. Transformation is achieved
through our entrepreneurial ownership and businessbuilding approach, which has a single objective: to turn good
businesses into market leaders.

Our experience during 2020 has reconfirmed that the main
themes underlying our investment approach should not only
withstand the structural changes caused by COVID-19, but
that the crisis may in fact amplify the relevance of most of the
businesses and assets in our investment portfolio.
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Source: simplified illustration of the analysis of Preqin, December 2020, ‘Post-GFC Track Records Could Drive 2021 Allocations’.
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The overall outperformance of our private markets portfolios
during this period was driven by our investment themes,
which are underpinned by long term secular trends. In
private equity alone, there are hundreds of such themes
and we currently zoom in more than 50 of them, grouped
into our four main sectors. Just to name a few, we look at
cell and gene therapy related tools and services in Health &
Life, software verticalization in Technology, digitized facility
management in Services, and sustainable alternatives in
industrial food production in Goods & Products, amongst
many others.
The portfolio net performance overview for the twelvemonth period ending on 31 December 2020 is provided
below.
YTD as of 31 December 2020
Partners
Group1)

Reference
index2)

Private equity (direct)

17.6%

15.9%

Private debt (direct)

2.0%

3.5%

Private real estate (direct)

-3.3%

-8.2%

Private infrastructure (direct)

14.4%

-5.8%

1) Partners Group shows performance as model net returns, which are based on gross
investment performance and standard fee parameters for the twelve-month period
ended on 31 December 2020. All cash flows and valuations are converted to USD
using fixed FX rates as of 31 December 2020. Return figures denote annualized pooled
internal rates of returns (IRR). Reference index returns denote time-weighted returns.
Model net figures do not include the impact of factors such as any taxes incurred by
investors, organizational and administration expenses or ongoing operating expenses
incurred by the investment program (e.g. audit, hedging etc.). The performance
presented reflects model performance an investor may have obtained had they
invested in the manner and the time period shown and does not represent performance
that any investor actually attained.
2) For reference purposes, Partners Group private equity, private debt, private
real estate and private infrastructure performances are compared, respectively, to
the following USD-denominated indices: MSCI World Net Total Return USD Index
(ticker: NDDUWI); a composite of 50% S&P/LSTA Leveraged Loan Index in USD
(ticker: SPBDAL) and 50% S&P European Leveraged Loan Index USD-hedged (ticker:
SPBDELUH); FTSE EPRA NAREIT Developed Total Return Index USD (ticker: RUGL);
and S&P Global Infrastructure Total Return Index USD (ticker: SPGTINTR).

Private equity
2020 was a very successful year for our direct private
equity portfolio: we increased EBITDA by 10% overall,
improved margins by 120 bps and continued to develop our
investments. Our portfolio companies were swift in adjusting
to the new situation under COVID-19 and implemented
appropriate action plans with the help of our operating
directors, industry specialists and investment professionals
who worked intensively alongside them. Throughout the year,
we continued with our proven platform-building strategies
in the transformation of our businesses. This has provided
relative stability in our portfolio, as has our focus on highquality, resilient companies in our four sectors: Technology,
Services, Health & Life, and Goods & Products. 2020 has
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proven once again that our investment strategy is capable of
delivering consistent outperformance, also in rough macro
environments.

Direct private equity portfolio EBITDA growth
+10%

2019
EBITDA

2020
EBITDA

Total full-year adjusted EBITDA of
Partners Group’s private equity direct portfolio

Private debt
Overall, our debt portfolio has proven to be resilient. On the
direct lending side, we continue to focus on strategies that
lead to the best risk-return outcome for our clients. In order
to achieve this, we focus on fundamental credit due diligence,
negotiating transactions with strong legal protections, strong
origination network and relationships, underwriting stable,
profitable and established businesses as well as active
portfolio management and workout efforts where needed.
In 2020, our private debt strategies slightly underperformed
their benchmark. While Partners Group’s programs provided
significantly more stability and less drawdowns in Q1 2020,
they benefitted to a lesser extent from the very strong
market at the end of the year. We would generally expect our
debt strategies to experience less volatility as a result of the
focus on high quality, non-cyclical businesses.
Our liquid loan business was also resilient in a large part
due to the conservative and defensive approach to build
and manage our syndicated loan portfolios. The syndicated
debt team was able to play it safe and play offensive
simultaneously by purchasing what we believed to be robust
credits at significantly depressed prices in the secondary loan
market.

Private real estate
Our private real estate portfolio has shown only a modest
decline in valuation and substantially outperformed the
benchmark. It has limited exposure to the sectors that
have been most heavily impacted by government-imposed
COVID-19 lockdowns, such as retail, hospitality and student
housing. Our disciplined use of leverage, combined with
strong rent collection levels throughout the period, further
strengthened the liquidity profile at the investment level.
Rent collection across the portfolio stood at a resilient 94%
globally as of December 2020. Moreover, rent collection
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across our US real estate portfolio exceeded national
averages for all sectors. Additionally, global diversification
within our portfolio has limited its exposure to any one city or
sector.

Private infrastructure
Partners Group's private infrastructure portfolio has
performed very well compared to other private infrastructure
portfolios, mainly due to the fact that it has minimal exposure
to commodity prices, GDP, or traffic volumes. Our portfolio
is characterized by a heavy overweight in long-term take-orpay arrangements with creditworthy counterparties, broad
diversification across sub-sectors and a concentration on
essential services, such as renewable power generation, gas
transportation and data transmission. Our infrastructure
portfolio achieved a solid net performance of 14.4% during
2020.

We transform assets via proactive operational value creation
and platform expansion to create strong companies with
a leading market position. Last but not least, we apply
entrepreneurial governance by putting in place first-class
management teams capable of achieving our ambitious
targets and building effective boards whose interests are
aligned with the company's success.
With over 500 engaged investment professionals and in
excess of 250 operating directors and trusted advisors in our
close network, we remain confident that this transformational
investing strategy will continue to be key to our success.
More detail on our thematic investing can be found in our
2021 Private Markets Navigator, which can be downloaded
here: https://www.partnersgroup.com/en/news-views/
perspectives/current

Offense remains the best defense

Investments in 2020

We believe that great investment opportunities will prevail
with our approach and the COVID-19 crisis has not materially
altered our investment strategy.

•

Digitization and automation: the main driving force for
businesses in technology, services and production

During 2020, we invested a total of USD 8.6 billion (2019:
USD 14.8 billion) on behalf of our clients across all private
markets asset classes, with the majority of these investments
undertaken in Q1 and Q4. Investment activity slowed
during the year as we prioritized protecting and enhancing
existing portfolio performance over making new investments.
We focused resources accordingly in Q2 and Q3, while
safeguarding the health and safety of portfolio company
employees.

•

New living: the forces shaping consumer preferences
and habits, including areas such as nutrition, healthcare,
leisure and learning

Partners Group's private markets investments
(in USD bn)

Partners Group uses a thematic investing approach centered
around three giga themes that drive its thinking about more
granular transformational themes:

•

Decarbonization: this will drive the largest ever energy
infrastructure and effectiveness program in history

We then dive deeper into these giga themes to identify
underlying transformative trends that have the potential to
generate sustainable returns for our investors. We look for
trends that will result in above-average, secular growth over
a five- to ten-year period and, in private equity alone, we
typically follow more than 50 thematic ideas at any one time.
These transformative trends drive how we look at investment
opportunities and shape how we transform our assets across
the four private market asset classes.

19.3

14.8
13.3
11.7
9.7

2015

8.6

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Note: figures include add-on investments but exclude investments executed for short-term
loans, cash management purposes and syndication partner investments.
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Out of the total amount invested in 2020, USD 5.7 billion
(67% of total investment volume) was deployed in direct
assets, of which USD 3.7 billion was invested as equity in
individual businesses and real assets, and USD 2.1 billion
was invested in corporate debt. For our equity investments,
our entrepreneurial governance approach, which focuses
on transforming attractive businesses into market leaders,
remains key to generating superior returns.
To complement our direct assets, we invested USD 2.8 billion
(33% of total investment volume) in portfolio assets on behalf
of our clients in 2020. These portfolio assets include USD 1.4
billion of secondary investments (2019: USD 2.7 billion) into
globally diversified private markets portfolios and USD 1.5
billion of select primary commitments (2019: USD 2.0 billion)
to other private markets managers. For secondaries, the
distressed window was short-lived. During Q2 of 2020, many
transactions were put on hold due to wide bid-ask spreads. In
the second half of the year, secondary market prices for many
high-quality assets rebounded to their pre-COVID levels. We
are committed to maintaining pricing discipline and a focus
on inflection assets, where we believe the greatest value
creation potential can be found.
Investment activity remained geographically diversified in
2020, with 53% of capital invested in North America, 40%
in Europe, and 7% in Asia-Pacific and emerging markets,
reflecting our global reach and scope.

Private markets investments by region and asset class
(in USD bn)
Asia-Pacific/
Rest of World
7%

North
America
53%

USD
8.6 billion

Europe
40%

Portfolio
assets
33%
Prim.
17%

Sec.
16%

USD
8.6 billion
Debt
24%

Equity
43%

Direct
assets
67%

Note: figures include add-on investments but exclude investments executed for short-term
loans, cash management purposes and syndication partner investments.
Direct equity investments include all direct private equity, direct infrastructure and direct
real estate investments (including direct secondary transactions where Partners Group has
a controlling interest).

Select private markets investments in 20201
Private equity
In July 2020, we acquired a major stake in Rovensa, which
is among the world's top three providers of bionutrition,
biocontrol and crop protection solutions. The company is
primarily focused on the higher-margin fruit and vegetable
growing industry.

Rovensa

We were attracted by the sector in which Rovensa operates
based on the following three factors. Firstly, over the long
term, the agricultural sector is uncorrelated with GDP due
to its essential nature. Secondly, projected increases in
average daily caloric intake are anticipated to increase food
demand by over 50% in the next 30 years, at a time when
there are restrictions on available arable land. In this context,
farmers must find ways to increase yields by making their
crops more robust and productive. Finally, there is a trend
towards biological crop products vs. chemically derived
ones. Rovensa’s portfolio is ideally positioned for these new
realities and we plan to accelerate the transformation of the
product portfolio to benefit from these trends.
In our first few months of ownership we set up an effective,
action-oriented board and outlined the strategic plan. We
see potential to create value by accelerating the development
of Rovensa's leading and diverse portfolio and expanding its
geographical footprint. We will also support the company’s
research and development culture, with a special focus on
high-growth market niches. Select acquisitions in biologicals
will complement organic growth. Combined, these initiatives
will play a major role in cementing Rovensa’s transformation
into a high-growth, truly international biosolutions provider.
1 All Partners Group investments and divestments mentioned herein were made on behalf
of the firm’s clients, not on behalf of Partners Group Holding AG or any of its affiliates.
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Private debt
In December 2020, we provided a unitranche solution for
the acquisition of ThinkProject. ThinkProject provides
cross-enterprise collaboration and workflow software to the
engineering and construction industries. The software is
delivered as an SaaS platform, and is currently used by more
than 2'750 customers in 60 countries.
The construction industry historically has been slow to
digitalize. Software adoption is increasing, driven by the
need to improve project management and reduce cost
overruns. ThinkProject's collaboration and workflow software
offerings enable clients to improve project coordination
and communication leading to a reduction in project delays
and cost efficiencies. The company is a market leader in the
DACH region and has exhibited strong historical growth
through market cycles, with its sticky products leading
to >80% of recurring revenues. With this direct debt
investment, we capitalized on two key thematic sourcing
themes: software verticalization and digitalization.

Group was well-positioned to recapitalize this opportunity as
the operator sought to partner with an institution that could
provide a holistic solution for the entire portfolio.

Private infrastructure
We acquired an 80% equity stake in VSB Group, a leading
European developer, owner and operator of renewable
energy assets. VSB operates throughout the entire renewable
energy value chain, from the development of projects,
to asset management and the technical and commercial
management of operational sites, as well as having a broad
offering in energy solutions. VSB has successfully developed
and built over 1.1GW of onshore wind and solar PV
generating assets to-date and manages over 1.4GW of wind
assets.

We were instrumental in providing a financing solution as
part of a club to the sponsor, required for the secondary LBO
of the company. Our undrawn credit facilities will support the
company in continuing with its track record of M&A activity.
The financing also contains an ESG-linked ratchet mechanism.

Private real estate
We recently acquired a portfolio of industrial assets
concentrated in several of Partners Group’s high-conviction
US target markets, including Raleigh-Durham, Austin
and Denver, as well as infill locations near major East
Coast population centers. An example of one property
in the portfolio is a 77'000 square foot Class A industrial
warehouse located in Kearny, New Jersey. The property is
well situated to serve as a last-mile distribution facility given
its strategic position in proximity to New York City.
The logistics sector continues to benefit from the structural
growth of e-commerce, a trend that has further accelerated
during 2020. In particular, we have conviction in last-mile
distribution facilities, smaller urban logistics warehouses, and
cold storage units. We seek out locations with good transport
links, in close proximity to larger cities, and with limited land
supply due to their infill location.
The value creation plan involves driving additional net
operating income (NOI) growth through leasing up existing
vacancies and near-term known vacates, marking belowmarket rents to market rate and developing a new Class A
industrial development on a build-to-suit basis. Partners

VSB Group

One of the key transformative trends in which we are
continuing to invest in is decarbonization and the energy
transition. With a portfolio of over 7.7 GWs of renewable
generation capacity worldwide, we have been a longstanding
investor in clean power production. The Company's proven
development track record, strong and engaged management
team, and sizable project pipeline make it an excellent fit
for Partners Group's platform expansion strategy. VSB is
very well-positioned to capitalize on increased demand for
environmentally-friendly sources of energy throughout
Europe.
We will work closely with the management team to realize
this ambition by leveraging our experience of institutionalizing
businesses to accelerate the conversion and development
of VSB's renewable energy pipeline. In the first few months
of our ownership we have already had great success with
obtaining permits for 200MW in Finland and the addition
of 300MW in Poland, which was achieved through organic
growth and strategic platform acquisitions.
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Divestments in 2020
We realized a number of mature private markets assets on
behalf of our clients, leading to a total of USD 11.8 billion in
underlying portfolio distributions in 2020 (2019: USD 11.0
billion). Similar to our investment activities, divestments were
skewed towards Q1 and Q4 2020. Underlying portfolio
realizations in the first half of the year were dominated by
cash distributions from the closings of transactions for which
the respective sales and purchase agreements were signed in
Q4 2019 and early Q1 2020.

Partners Group's underlying portfolio realizations
(in USD bn)
13.4
11.8

11.0

10.2

11.8

7.6

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Note: include realizations from Partners Group's direct as well as portfolio assets (primaries
and secondaries).

Through our thematic sourcing approach, we had identified
the strong industry-wide trend of outsourcing diversified
pharmaceutical services in a near-shore setup due to the
pressure on big pharmaceutical companies to control costs
and optimize manufacturing and packaging footprints while
maintaining close collaboration and agility. We built our thesis
of capitalizing on PCI's leading market position in big pharma
to achieve above-market growth rates by transforming the
company into a value-added solutions provider.
We helped PCI in multiple dimensions to foster operational
excellence and strategically reposition the company. From
the start we had set up a collaborative and experienced
Board for PCI, which enabled us to transform its operations
and proactively execute the long-term strategic vision. We
expanded PCI's clinical capabilities and geographical reach
through several add-on acquisitions, building PCI’s presence
in Ireland, Australia, Germany, and Canada. We also led
a talent transformation, appointing a new management
team with a clear vision for the future of the business as a
solutions provider for its clients by differentiating PCI through
technology, talent, and operational excellence. The strategic
plan launched about 20 transformational initiatives with full
Board support.

A good example of how we capitalize on thematic growth
trends and leverage our entrepreneurial governance approach
to transform portfolio companies is our investment in French
fiber-to-the-home broadband platform Covage. Demand for
data is expected to more than double in the next five years,
and, over our holding period, we transformed Covage to
address this anticipated demand.
We grew the size of Covage's network by over 20x: from
less than 50'000 fiber connections in 2016 to 1 million
connections in 2020, with additional near-term buildout to
over 2.4 million homes and 27'500 businesses across France.
This will continue to have a lasting, positive impact on local
communities and we are proud to say that we contributed to
bridging the digital divide in rural France.
This transformation attracted a strategic buyer for Covage
and, in December 2020, we completed the sale of our 50%
equity stake in the company. The transaction gave the
company an equity value of around EUR 1.1 billion.
Another example is our transformation of PCI Pharma
Services, a global provider of outsourced pharmaceutical
supply chain solutions, which produced stellar returns for our
clients following the sale of a majority stake in August 2020.
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PCI Pharma Services

When we first invested in PCI in 2016, the company was
perceived as a best in class service provider for commodity
or non-core pharmaceutical products. Today, PCI is a trusted
partner for its customers, providing integrated pharma supply
chain solutions with the shared goal of improving patients'
lives. It is a leader in technology, with a first-of-its-kind
digital platform to provide clients with real-time supply chain
data and analytics. A robust value creation plan, a dynamic
management team and active corporate governance led to
true business transformation for PCI during our ownership,
resulting in a 25% EBITDA compound annual growth rate
(CAGR).
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Clients
USD 16.0 billion gross client
demand in 2020; AuM stands
at USD 109 billion.

Fundraising environment

AuM grew to USD 109 billion

The industry continued to observe strong demand for private
markets solutions in 20202. The structural growth drivers
continue to be the increase in institutional assets under
management, the rising allocations of institutional investors to
private markets and the outperformance of private markets
against public markets. Moreover, we observe a concentration
of private markets allocations with those managers that have
the capacity and ability to onboard sizeable commitments and
deploy larger amounts of capital as well as providing an allencompassing service catalogue. We have started confidently
into 2021 and base our full-year fundraising outlook on the
expectation that the situation around COVID-19 will improve
as the year progresses.

In 2020, we saw continued strong client demand across all
private markets asset classes despite COVID-19 and received
USD 16.0 billion in new commitments. This demand for
programs and mandates brings total AuM to USD 109.1 billion
as of 31 December 2020 (31 December 2019: USD 94.1
billion).
The breakdown of total AuM as of 31 December 2020 is as
follows: USD 52 billion private equity, USD 25 billion private
debt, USD 17 billion private real estate, and USD 16 billion
private infrastructure.

AuM by asset class
Private infrastructure
14%

2 Source: Preqin, February 2021, Alternatives in 2021.
Private
real estate
15%

Total assets under management
(in USD bn)

USD
109 billion

Private equity
48%

109
#1'533
professionals

83
#1'203
57
#930

45
37
#625

28

22

#447

#334

2008

#746

2010

2012

2014

2016

2018

2020

Note: assets under management exclude discontinued public alternative investment activities
and divested affiliated companies held up to 2013.

Private debt
23%

Alongside new commitments received during the period,
tail-down effects from mature private markets investment
programs amounted to USD -6.2 billion and redemptions
from evergreen programs amounted to USD -2.0 billion in
2020 (full-year guidance for tail-downs and redemptions:
USD -7.5 to -9.0 billion).
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Our transformational investment strategy provided stability
to our portfolio and facilitated an instant return to growth
in the second half of the year. As a result, performancerelated effects from a select number of investment programs
generated a positive contribution of USD 2.2 billion to AuM.
Foreign exchange effects positively impacted underlying
AuM growth by USD 4.9 billion, in particular due to the
strengthening of the Euro against the US Dollar. Overall, this
resulted in net AuM growth of USD 15.0 billion during the
period and a growth rate of 16% year-on-year. Excluding the
impact of exchange rates, this leaves 11% underlying AuM
growth in 2020.

-8.1

Tail-downs: -6.2

H2: 7.7

94.1

H1: 8.3

Redemptions: -2.0

Net AuM growth by asset class
(in USD bn)
109.1
+31%

16

Private infrastructure

+10%

17

Private real estate

25

Private debt

45

52

Private equity

2019

2020

94.1
12
15

Total assets under management development
(in USD bn, except where stated otherwise)
+16.0

New client demand for private infrastructure represented
22% of all new commitments (USD 3.5 billion). Private
infrastructure showed the strongest net AuM growth on a
relative basis. Infrastructure is in the midst of fundraising for
its successor direct offerings, which contributed substantially
throughout the year. This program will continue to make a
relevant contribution to fundraising over the next 12 months.

+13%

22
+15%

+7.1
FX: +4.9
Others: +2.2

109.1
=EUR 89.2 bn
=CHF 96.4 bn

Client demand by region and by type
2019

FX &
2020
New money/
Tail-downs &
others2)
commitments
redemptions1)
1) Tail-downs & redemptions: tail-downs consist of maturing investment programs
(typically closed-ended structures); redemptions stem from evergreen programs.
2) Others consist of performance and investment program changes from select programs.
Note: due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures.

Client demand across all asset classes
Private equity was the largest contributor to assets raised in
2020, representing 40% of all new commitments (USD 6.4
billion). Demand was split across a wide range of different
programs and mandates, with our successor private equity
direct and secondaries programs as well as our evergreen
programs being the main contributors.
Private debt saw strong inflows, which represented 23% of
all new commitments (USD 3.7 billion). Demand was spread
over several different programs and mandates focused on
our collateralized loan obligation (CLO) business, which
contributed about 55% of the assets raised, and our direct
lending activities, which contributed the other 45% of new
commitments. Today, our entire CLO business represents
around 5% of our AuM.
Private real estate new commitments represented 15% of
overall new client demand (USD 2.5 billion), stemming from
a diversified range of investment programs and mandates
focusing on our Global Real Estate Opportunities strategy.
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We have a broadly diversified and international client base
spanning a range of clients.

AuM by region
Australia
Asia
7%
Switzerland
6%
Middle East
16%
3%
South America
2%
North America
Germany & Austria
USD
16%
16%
109 billion

UK
21%

France & Benelux
6%
Southern Europe
Scandinavia 4%
4%

Note: due to rounding, totals may not correspond with the sum of the separate figures.

In terms of type of clients, the majority of our AuM stems
from institutional clients such as corporate, public and
other pension funds as well as sovereign wealth funds and
insurance companies. These institutional investors often
invest via bespoke solutions or traditional long-term closedended private markets programs.
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Over the last three years, we have seen strong demand from
distribution partners, which typically accounted for between
15-25% of client demand. They represent private individuals
and smaller institutional investors, who increasingly recognize
the benefits of private markets and aim to mirror the
allocations of institutional investors in their own investment
portfolios. Usually, they seek to access private markets
through open-ended programs with limited liquidity features
(evergreen programs).

AuM by type
Distribution partners/
private individuals
18%

Asset managers,
family offices,
banks & others
19%

Public pension
funds & SWFs
24%

USD
109 billion

Insurance
companies
10%

Corporate &
other pension funds
29%

Client demand by product structure

Our mandate business focuses on building up private markets
exposure for large institutional clients, often to achieve
long-term target allocations. Capital is committed via longterm partnerships, which are often not limited to a specific
contractual life and will continue for a perpetual term, unless
new commitments are discontinued. Some 35% (USD 5.5
billion) of our client commitments stemmed from relationships
with clients through mandates.

Following these inflows in 2020, our total AuM by product
structure as of 31 December 2020 stands as follows.

AuM by program structure

Traditional
client programs
36%

USD
109 billion

s

In 2020, 42% (USD 6.8 billion) of overall inflows were raised
via traditional private markets programs, typically limited
partnerships, with a pre-defined contractual life, often
with an initial term of 10-12 years for closed-ended equity
offerings and 5-7 years for closed-ended debt offerings.

Gating provisions are a standard feature of these evergreen
programs in order to protect remaining investors and
performance; net redemptions in these investment programs
are typically limited to 20-25% p.a. of the prevailing net asset
value, depending on the investment strategy and content of
the program. When deemed to be in the best interest of the
investment program, stricter gating rules can be enforced for
select share classes for a period of up to two years.

date
Man %)
(38

Managing around 300 diverse private markets portfolios in
different stages of their lifecycle and across all private market
asset classes is our strength and a key differentiator for our
firm. These encompass traditional private markets vehicles
such as comingled, closed-ended limited partnerships;
mandates for large institutions, which allow us to steer
investment exposure across multiple private markets asset
classes in line with clients' longer-term investment horizons;
and evergreen programs.

The remaining 23% (USD 3.7 billion) of new commitments
stemmed from our evergreen programs. We are a global
leader in evergreen programs for investments in private
markets. These open-ended evergreen vehicles cater mostly
to high-net-worth individuals and have no contractual end
but are subject to potential redemptions. As of 31 December
2020, we manage 26% of our AuM (USD 28.2 billion) in
evergreen programs. In 2020, inflows to evergreen programs
have exceeded redemptions by USD 1.7 billion.

Bespoke
client solutions
64%

Evergreen
programs (26%)

As a pioneer in creating private markets products which
are accessible for the defined contribution (DC) pensions
industry, a highlight for our firm in the first half of 2020 was
the Information Letter issued by the US Department of Labor
(DoL) in response to our initiative to seek guidance for the
US DC industry on investing in private markets. The DoL
clarified that, under federal law, DC pension plan fiduciaries
could prudently incorporate certain private markets strategies
into diversified investment options, such as target-date
funds. Previously, DC plan sponsors had been reluctant to
include private equity in their investment options for fear of
breaching their fiduciary duty under federal law.
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In its guidance, the DoL also clarified that Partners Group's
dedicated evergreen offering for the US DC market is wellsuited for these investment options. This is important as it
not only enables Partners Group to help modernize the US
DC market and provide participants with potentially improved
retirement outcomes, but it also offers the US DC pension
system vital access to the broader economy by providing the
opportunity to be a substantial future investor in the growing
proportion of businesses that choose not to list publicly.

Client outlook

AuM well-diversified across programs and clients

Our full-year estimates for tail-down effects from more
mature investment programs and potential redemptions from
evergreen programs amount to around USD -9.5 billion.

As of 31 December 2020, our two largest investment
programs, which are both globally diversified, accounted for
12% of our AuM. While the largest program combines private
equity and private debt investments and caters to private
investors in the US, the second largest program combines
private equity and private debt investments and caters to
private investors in Europe.

AuM split by private market programs and mandates

EUR
Around
80
billion
300 programs
& mandates

Based on robust client demand for programs and mandates
and facilitated by the solid increase in our investment
capacity, we confirm our guidance of USD 16-20 billion
expected gross client demand for 2021.
Fundraising is expected to be balanced across all program
types, from customized mandates and the firm's extensive
range of evergreen fund solutions to our traditional closedended programs.

We base our 2021 fundraising outlook on the expectation
that current uncertainties around COVID-19 will improve
as the year progresses. We are positive that our portfolio
is strongly positioned, confirming the strength of our
transformational investment approach. This, combined with
our bespoke client solutions, gives us the confidence that our
growth journey will continue.

AuM, client demand and other effects
(in USD bn)
Full-year 2021 expectations
+16.5
+15.7
74
-5.6

Note: total AuM of USD 109 billion as of 31 December 2020.

-1.2

2018

83
-7.1
+1.4

2019

+16.0
94

16-20

Client demand

~ -9.5

Tail-downs &
redemptions1)

109

-8.1
+7.1

+/=

2020

FX & others2)
Total AuM

2021

1) Tail-downs & redemptions: tail-downs consist of maturing investment programs
(typically closed-ended structures); redemptions stem from evergreen programs.
2) Others consist of performance and investment program changes from select programs.
Note: for illustrative purposes only. Due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with
the sum of the separate figures.
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Financials
Financial stability of business
confirmed; management fees up
1%; EBIT margin at 62%.

Our transformational investing strategy provided support to
our portfolio in H1 and facilitated a rapid return to growth
in H2. In H2, more favorable exit markets enabled the firm
to realize several assets and performance fees recovered
strongly to 27% of total revenues, up from 9% in H1. In H1,
the firm had to postpone several divestments due to the
weak exit environment caused by COVID-19.

Our EBIT margin remained largely flat at 62%, confirming our
disciplined approach to cost management. Profit decreased by
11% to CHF 805m, in line with revenues and driven by lower
performance fees.
The Board proposes a dividend of CHF 27.50 per share
(+8%) based on continued average AuM growth in CHF and a
confident growth outlook across all business lines.

Total revenues from performance fees therefore fell 44% to
CHF 266 million, leading to total revenues decreasing 12%
to CHF 1'412 million. Total revenues from management fees
increased marginally by only 1% to CHF 1'146 million.

Key financials
AuM as of the end of the period (in USD bn)

2019

2020

Growth

94.1

109.1

+16%

AuM as of the end of the period (in CHF bn)

91.1

96.4

+6%

Average AuM as of 31 December (in CHF bn)1)

88.4

93.8

+6%

1.82%

1.51%

1'610

1'412

-12%

1'138

1'146

+1%

Revenue margin1),2)
Revenues (in CHF m)

2)

Management fees (in CHF m)

3)

71%

81%

Performance fees (in CHF m)

473

266

In proportion of total revenues

29%

19%

EBIT (in CHF m)

1'008

875

EBIT margin

62.6%

62.0%

900

805

In proportion of total revenues

3)

Profit (in CHF m)

-44%
-13%
-11%

1) Based on average AuM, calculated on a daily basis.
2) Revenues from management services, net, including other operating income.
3) Management fees and other revenues, net, and other operating income.
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Management fees stable, impacted by lower other
operating income and the timing of fees levied on
new funds raised
In 2020, our average AuM in CHF grew by 6%. Over the
same period, management fees increased by 1%, amounting
to CHF 1'146 million in 2020 (2019: CHF 1'138 million). The
difference in growth can be explained by two factors. First,
95% of management fees generated in 2020 are recurring
in nature. These recurring management fees increased by
4%, with the difference to average AuM growth in CHF
(+6%) accounted for by the timing of fees levied on some
new commitments, which will only contribute their full
revenue potential from 2021. Second, other revenues from
management services & other operating income decreased by
35% to CHF 61 million in 2020 (2019: CHF 94 million). The
decrease stems predominately from lower other operating
income earned for treasury management and short-term
financing services. This was impacted by the reduced
investment activity during Q2 and Q3 as a result of the
market dislocation caused by COVID-19.

Management fees are contractually recurring
~10%

+21%

84

1'002
(76%)

2018

-12%

473
(29%)

324
(24%)

1'610

94

%
+14

1'138
(71%)

2019

+4%

1'412
266
(19%)
61

1'146
(81%)

Revenues1)

Given the anticipated growth in the firm’s AuM, management
fees are expected to make up around 70-80% of total
revenues in a calendar year in the medium to long term, with
the remainder of revenues stemming from performance fees,
assuming a favorable market environment for exits.
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Management fees2)
“contractually recurring”

2006-2015

2020

long term

1) Assuming that the market is favorable to exits, Partners Group expects to continue to
generate significant performance fees from the underlying client portfolios due to the
visibility that it has on the life cycles of its programs.
2) Management fees and other revenues, net, and other operating income.

Management fees represented 81% of total revenues in 2020
(2019: 71%) and will continue to dominate our firm's revenues
in the years to come. Below are some characteristics of the
management fees generated by our different offerings:
•

Closed-ended offerings: management fees are recurring
as they are based on long-term client contracts, often
with an initial term of 10-12 years for closed-ended
equity offerings and 5-7 years for closed-ended debt
offerings. Such closed-ended offerings represented 36%
of our total AuM as of the end of December 2020.

•

Mandates: management fees from mandates stem from
capital that is committed via long-term partnerships,
which are often not limited to a specific contractual
life and will continue for a perpetual term, unless new
commitments are discontinued. Mandates represented
38% of our AuM as of the end of December 2020.

•

Evergreen programs: management fees stem
predominantly from investment programs with limited
liquidity that have no contractual end and cater
predominantly to high-net-worth individuals and smaller
investors; they represented 26% of AuM as of the end of
December 20203.

 Management fees2)

Management fees will continue to be the main
source of revenues

70-80%
81%

 Performance fees

2020

Performance fees1)

~90%

Other revenues from management
services & other operating income

1) Revenues from management services, net, and other operating income.
2) Management fees and other revenues, net, and other operating income.

20-30%

19%

Revenue development
(in CHF m)
1'326

H1: 9%
H2: 27%

3 Gating provisions are a standard feature of these evergreen programs in order to
protect remaining investors as well as performance; net redemptions in these investment
programs are typically limited to 20-25% p.a. of the prevailing net asset value, depending
on the investment strategy and content of the program. When deemed in the best interest
of the investment program, stricter gating rules can be enforced for select share classes
for a period of up to two years.
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Performance fees impacted by weak exit
environment in H1 but recovered strongly in H2
As a result of the market volatility and generally weak exit
environment caused by COVID-19, we postponed a number
of divestments that were originally tabled for H1 2020. In H2,
the portfolio swiftly returned to growth and, as we realized
several assets towards the end of the year due to more
favorable exit markets, performance fees recovered strongly
to 27% of total revenues in H2. Due to a low performance
fee contribution in H1, performance fees for the full-year
amounted to CHF 266 million (2019: CHF 473 million) and
represented 19% of total revenues in 2020 (2019: 29%). This
compares to our expected mid- to long-term range of 2030% of total revenues, where we assume that exit markets
are more supportive.

Performance fee contribution by investment programs
& mandates in 2020
Rest (>50)
13%

Top 11-20
14%

Top 1
29%

CHF
266
million
Top 2-5
29%

Top 6-10
15%

In total, about 70 investment programs and mandates with
portfolios diversified across many vintage years contributed
to performance fees in 2020. 2020 performance fees were
driven by dozens of underlying direct assets and hundreds
of portfolio assets. The asset that contributed the most
represented 7% of the total performance fees in 2020. The
investment program that contributed the most – a mature
private equity evergreen program – represented 29% of the
total performance fees in 2020.

In closed-ended investment programs, performance fees are
typically charged only once investments are realized and a
pre-defined return hurdle has been exceeded. Unrealized
investments are subject to very significant discounts (-50%)
which are applied to stress-test whether the hurdle rate will
still be reached despite these hypothetical mark-downs. The
performance fee recognition methodology is explained in
detail in the appendix on pages 26 and 27.

Strong current portfolio composition re-confirms
mid- to long-term performance fee outlook
Our mid- to long-term performance fee outlook is unchanged
and remains within a range of 20-30% of total revenues,
assuming market conditions and the exit environment remain
broadly supportive. We base our assumption on the strong
performance potential and diversification of our current
portfolio. We therefore expect our performance fee potential
to grow roughly in line with AuM.
In 2020, we managed around 300 diversified investment
programs and mandates at different stages of their lifecycle
and anticipate that performance fees will be earned regularly
from this wide range of investment vehicles going forward,
making them a "quasi-recurring" source of income in the midto long-term.

Performance fee development
109
94
83
74
57
Past AuM...
37
31

13

43

43

45

39

34

50

372

294
6-9 years

…translates
into future
performance
fee potential

473
324
266

64

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Performance fee contribution by number of
investment programs and mandates

 AuM (in USD bn)

2025

 Performance fees (in CHF m)

Note: assuming that the market is favorable to exits, Partners Group expects to continue to
generate significant performance fees from the underlying client portfolios due to the
visibility that it has on the life cycles of its programs.

In private markets, performance fees are designed to
remunerate investment managers for the long-term value
creation they generate for their clients. We follow a
performance fee recognition approach, which sets high
hurdles for reporting such fees and which minimizes the risk
of a claw-back in case of a subsequent negative program
development.
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Continued stable revenue margin on management
fees
A substantial part of our revenue base is recurring and based
on long-term contracts with our clients, providing highly
visible cash flows. Our management fee margin has been
stable since our IPO and ranged between 1.18% and 1.33%.
In 2020, the management fee margin decreased marginally,
mainly due to lower other operating income (CHF -33
million compared to previous year) as a result of the weaker
investment environment, amounting to 1.22% (2019: 1.29%).
Total revenue margin decreased due to the overall lower
performance fees in 2020 and amounted to 1.51% (2019:
1.82%).

Total personnel expenses – the main driver of costs for the
firm – decreased by 12% during the period. The increase
of regular personnel expenses (management-fee related)
by 8% to CHF 329 million (2019: CHF 306 million) was
more than offset by the decrease in performance-fee
related personnel expenses by 45% to CHF 101 million
(2019: CHF 185 million), which decreased in line with the
development of performance fees (-44%). At Partners Group,
performance-fee related personnel costs adjust in line with
the development of performance fees as we allocate up to
40% of our recognized performance fees to our teams.

Total operating costs developed in line with revenues
(in CHF m)

Revenue margin development1)

2019

1.89%
1.74%

2011

2012

2013

2014

1.71%

2015

 Management fees2)

Revenues

1.51%

2016

2017

2018

2019

81%

1.22%

1.29%

1.29%

1.33%

1.22%

19%

1.38%

1.24%

1.39%

1.31%

1.23%

1.26%

1.18%

1.23%

1.39% 1.33%

1.82%

2020

 Performance fees

1) Calculated as revenues divided by average assets under management, calculated on a
daily basis.
2) Management fees and other revenues, net, and other operating income.

Balancing cost discipline with making the right
investments for future growth
Personnel expenses represent the largest costs for the firm.
In 2018 and 2019, we intensified the build-out of our teams
across the entire organization to increase our investment
capacity and to support major business, corporate and
organizational initiatives to drive future growth. The firm
grew its FTEs by 42% from 1'025 FTEs in the beginning of
2018 to 1'452 FTEs at the end of 2019.
Throughout 2020, we prioritized business continuity and
the onboarding of recent joiners over the hiring of new
employees. As a result, hiring efforts temporarily slowed
and resulted in a 5% FTE growth for the twelve-month
period ended 31 December 2020 4, largely in line with the
development of average AuM in CHF (+6%). While the
slowdown of hiring confirmed our cost discipline, the average
number of FTEs grew by 12% to 1'504 (2019: 1'337 average
FTEs), following the intensified hiring throughout 2019 as a
result of the strong growth trajectory of AuM.
4 As of 31 December 2020, FTEs amounted to 1'519 (31 December 2019: 1'452).
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2020

1‘610

-12%

1‘412

Total operating costs, of
which

-603

-11%

-537

Personnel expenses

-490

-12%

-430

Personnel expenses (regular)

-306

+8%

-329

Personnel expenses
(performance-fee-related)

-185

-45%

-101

-79

-13%

-69

-34

+12%

-38

1‘008

-13%

875

Other operating expenses
Depreciation & amortization

1)

EBIT
EBIT margin

62.6%

Average FTEs

1‘337

+12%

1‘504

1‘452

+5%

1‘519

Year-end FTEs

62.0%

Note: revenues include management fees and other revenues, net, performance fees,
net, and other operating income. Regular personnel expenses exclude performance feerelated expenses. Performance-fee-related personnel expenses are calculated on an up
to 40% operating cost-income ratio on revenues stemming from performance fees.

Other operating expenses decreased in line with revenues by
13% and amounted to CHF 69 million (2019: CHF 79 million).
During the period, restricted travel activity due to COVID-19
reduced travel and representation expenses by around CHF
15 million. This saving was offset by a total CHF 10 million
commitment for COVID-19-related expenses, which included
the firm's contribution to a newly created Portfolio Employee
Support Fund and the contribution by the Executive
Committee, the members of the Board of Directors and by
many Partners Group employees, who, in turn, forfeited part
of their compensation in 2020. In 2020, this fund addressed
the specific needs of more than 12'000 portfolio company
employees and their families, in particular for medical
expenses, healthcare, childcare and loss of income as a result
of government-imposed lockdowns.
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Depreciation & amortization increased to CHF 38 million
(2019: CHF 34 million), driven by the depreciation impact
of our newly built Denver campus, technology as well as
amortization for select fundraising-related costs.

Sustained target of 40% cost-income ratio on new
business
In 2020, EBIT decreased by 13% mainly as a result of lower
performance fees, amounting to CHF 875 million (2019: CHF
1'008 million) and the EBIT margin remained largely flat at
62.0% (2019: 62.6%), confirming our disciplined approach to
cost management.
As in the past, we will continue to steer the firm based on
our targeted 40% cost-income ratio on newly generated
management fees (assuming stable foreign exchange rates).
We also allocate up to 40% of revenues stemming from
performance fees to our teams through our long-term
incentive programs and/or bonus payments. The remainder
(~60%) will be allocated to the firm and its shareholders.

Management fees and our operating costs (excluding
performance-fee related expenses) are particularly affected
by such currency movements. At the same time, performance
fee revenues and performance fee-related expenses are
similarly affected by currency movements and are therefore
largely EBIT margin-neutral.
During the period, the depreciation of major currencies
against the CHF impacted management fees on average by
-4.5%. At the same time, these currency movements reduced
costs by only 1%. The total EBIT margin was therefore
negatively affected by currency movements throughout the
period by approximately -2.5%.

Depreciation of major currencies against the CHF
FX rates (average)

2019

2020

Delta

1 EUR = CHF

1.112

1.070

-3.8%

1 USD = CHF

0.994

0.939

-5.5%

1 GBP = CHF

1.269

1.204

-5.1%

1 SGD = CHF

0.729

0.680

-6.6%

EBIT margin development
59%

58%

61%

65%

65%

63%

62%

~60%
target for newly
generated management
fees and all
performance fees

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Strong performance in underlying portfolio drove
financial result
The financial result amounted to CHF 53 million (2019: CHF
30 million):
•

CHF 52 million (2019: CHF 61 million): we invest into
our own investment programs alongside our clients
(see detailed description of balance sheet investments
below). During the period, our transformational investing
strategy facilitated growth in these investment programs
and resulted in an average return across all stages and
asset classes of 8% (2019: +10%). For further information
see note 5.1. of the notes to the consolidated financial
statements.

•

CHF 1 million (2019: CHF -31 million): the small positive
contribution was driven by positive foreign exchange
effects and less hedging and other costs as opposed to
last year. This was mainly driven by the lower amount
of short-term loans outstanding (treasury management
and short-term financing services). Furthermore, the
decreasing interest differential between the USD and the
CHF reduced our hedging costs during the period.

2020

Note: for 2014, non-cash items related to the capital-protected product Pearl Holding Limited
were excluded from depreciation & amortization.

Diversified FX exposure
As a globally diversified firm, fluctuations in predominantly
the EUR or USD against the CHF affect the absolute amount
of revenues and costs and, therefore, also our total EBIT
margin.

Currency exposure in 2020
GBP
9%

Others
6%
EUR
47%
AuM ≈
Management
fees1)

USD
38%

Others EUR
5%
SGD 6%
11%

≠

GBP
12%

Costs

USD
27%

2)

CHF
40%

Corporate taxes amounted to CHF -124 million (2019: CHF
-137 million). The tax rate amounted to 13.3% (2019: 13.2%).

1) Includes management fees and other revenues, net, and other operating income.
2) Includes regular personnel expenses (excluding performance fee-related expenses),
other operating expenses as well as depreciation and amortization.
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In summary, the firm's profit decreased by 11% year-on-year
to CHF 805 million (2019: CHF 900 million).

Profit supported by strong portfolio performance
(in CHF m)
2019
EBIT

1‘008

Total financial result, of which
Portfolio performance
Foreign exchange, hedging & others
Taxes
Tax rate
Profit

2020
-13%

875

30

53

61

52

-31

1

-137

-124

13.2%

13.3%

900

-11%

805

Based on the strong development of the business in all
asset classes and regions (driven by year-on-year average
AuM growth in CHF of 6%), the operating result and their
confidence in the sustainability of this growth, Partners
Group’s Board of Directors will propose an increasing
dividend of CHF 27.50 per share (2019: CHF 25.50 per share)
to its shareholders at the Annual General Meeting on 12 May
2021. This represents a dividend increase of 8% and a payout
ratio of 91% (2019: 76%).

Dividend payments
22.00
19.00

20.00
15.00

15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

5.50

6.25

7.25

8.50

10.50

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

100
80
60
40
20
0

1) The Board of Directors proposes that a dividend of CHF 27.50 per share be paid for the
financial year 2020, subject to the approval of the Annual General Meeting of shareholders to
be held on 12 May 2021.

Available liquidity of CHF 2 billion
Our balance sheet remains strong. After a dividend payment
of CHF 668 million in May 2020, we have an available
liquidity of CHF 2.0 billion and hold a current net cash
position of about CHF 1.1 billion as of 31 December 2020
(31 December 2019: CHF 1.0 billion). With this we have
sufficient cash available to meet expected operational
expenses, as well as to service short-term financial
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Assets
Cash & cash equivalents
Short-term loans

Liabilities

1‘228
673

Long-term debt
Total net cash

799
1'102

Undrawn credit facilities

865

Total available liquidity

1'967

Partners Group has two fixed-rate senior unsecured CHFdenominated corporate bonds outstanding:

120
Total AuM in USD bn

Dividend/share in CHF

25.50
25.00

27.501)

The firm maintains a diverse range of unsecured credit
facilities with Swiss and international banks amounting to
a total of CHF 865 million as of 31 December 2020 (31
December 2019: CHF 865 million). These credit facilities
can be used for general corporate purposes and/or to
provide fixed advances, with a primary focus on working
capital financing. The facilities are subject to maximum debt
covenants which were met throughout the current and prior
year. As of 31 December 2020, no credit facility was drawn
(31 December 2019: no credit facility drawn).

Available liquidity of CHF 2 billion on balance sheet
(in CHF m)

Proposed dividend of CHF 27.50 per share (+8%)

30.00

obligations. We furthermore always ensure that we meet our
targeted available liquidity level that would also enable us to
sustain the firm's operations in a financial crisis scenario and/
or a depressed economic environment.

•

CHF 300 million, coupon 0.15%, maturity on 7 June
2024 (ISIN CH0361532895), issued in June 2017

•

CHF 500 million, coupon 0.40%, maturity on 21 June
2027 (ISIN CH0419041287), issued in June 2019

As of 31 December 2020, our long-term, outstanding debt
amounted to CHF 799 million (31 December 2019: CHF 799
million).
The proceeds of the bonds that we issued in the past further
strengthen the sustainability of our operations in a financial
crisis scenario and enable us to optimize the management
of our liquidity, in particular, for short-term financing needs
arising from our treasury management services offered
to our clients. These services allow for efficient use of
capital within our investment programs by bridging capital
drawdowns and distributions where beneficial for clients (e.g.
netting cash-flows to reduce the number of drawdowns and
distributions).
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As of 31 December 2020, 271 short-term loans (31
December 2019: 278) were outstanding with an average
loan amount of CHF 2.5 million (31 December 2019: CHF
3.2 million). The duration of these loans amounted to 1-3
months. The loans are typically secured against unfunded
commitments and are, in addition, subject to strict loan-tovalue (LTV) rules. In addition, each loan is assigned with a risk
specific capacity, which is measured against an overall risk
capacity budget.

Continued balance-sheet light approach
As of 31 December 2020, we hold our own investments
amounting to a total of CHF 0.7 billion (31 December 2019:
CHF 0.7 billion).
The firm's balance sheet investments consist of its
financial investments/GP commitments, seed investments
and investments in associates. Financial investments/
GP commitments (i.e. our obligation to fund investments
alongside clients) typically represent about 1% of assets
invested in a closed-ended limited partnership structure and
have an aggregated net asset value of CHF 616 million as of
31 December 2020 (31 December 2019: CHF 605 million).
Investments in associates amounted to CHF 25 million as of
31 December 2020 (31 December 2019: CHF 42 million),
which mainly represent a stake in Pearl Holding Limited, a
mature investment program which continues to wind down
via ongoing distributions.
Partners Group also provides seed financing to certain early
stage investment programs managed by the firm. The scope
of these investments is limited due to the firm's strict balance
sheet risk management framework. The underlying assets of
these investment programs are typically private market assets
valued at the (cash-flow-adjusted) net asset value and they
amounted to (net) CHF 51 million as of 30 December 2020
(31 December 2019: CHF 61 million).

Investments alongside clients
(in CHF m)
Financial investments / GP commitment1)
Investments in associates2)
Seed investments

3)

Total investments alongside clients from balance sheet

616
25
51
692

In addition to investing into investment programs alongside
clients from our balance sheet, we further align the interests
of clients with those of the firm's employees by offering all
employees preferential terms to invest alongside our private
markets programs via a global employee commitment plan. In
line with standard industry practice, such investments charge
no management fees and no performance fees.
In total, commitments by the firm's Board of Directors and
employees amounted to approximately USD 2.0 billion as of
31 December 2020 (31 December 2019: CHF 1.5 billion), of
which USD 1.6 billion (2019: USD 1.2 billion) are committed
to closed-ended programs and USD 0.4 billion (2019: USD
0.3 billion) to evergreen programs.

Financial outlook
•

Management fees: we are moving confidently into
2021 and expect gross client demand of USD 16 to
20 billion, together with around USD -9.5 billion in
tail-down effects from the more mature closed-ended
investment programs and redemptions from evergreen
programs. Fundraising is expected to be balanced across
all program types, from customized mandates and the
firm's extensive range of evergreen fund solutions to
its traditional closed-ended programs. We expect this
demand to translate into additional management fees
and therefore guide that the management fees in CHF
develop broadly in line with the average AuM in CHF.

•

Performance fees: we continue to guide that full-year
performance fees remain within our mid- to long-term
guidance of 20-30% as a proportion of total revenues,
assuming the market is favorable to exits.

•

Target EBIT margin: we continue to apply a disciplined
approach to cost management and invest in initiatives
that support our growth. We therefore steer the
operating margin towards our target EBIT margin of
~60% for newly generated management fees (assuming
stable foreign exchange rates), as well as for performance
fees.

•

Balance sheet: our balance sheet remains strong. With
CHF 2.3 billion in shareholder equity and CHF 2.0 billion
available liquidity or CHF 1.1 billion net cash, we feel
well-equipped to realize the potential of private markets
in different economic environments.

1) NAV excluding CHF 289.7 million of commitments that were not yet called but may
be called over time, typically between one to five years following the subscription of the
commitment.
2) Investments in associates described in detail in note 6 of the 2020 Annual Report.
3) Seed investments presented in the annual report as assets and liabilities held for sale.
Note: as of 31 December 2020.
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Performance fee recognition
In private markets, performance fees are designed to remunerate
investment managers for the long-term value creation for
their clients. They are a profit-sharing incentive for investment
managers when their investment programs outperform a preagreed return hurdle, typically defined over the lifetime of such
programs. In closed-ended investment programs, performance
fees are typically only charged once investments are realized and
a pre-defined return hurdle has been exceeded. As the value
creation period lasts several years, performance fees often only
start to be earned six to nine years after an investment program
commences its investment activities, and only if these are
successful. The illustrative example below shows the performance
fee model of a typical limited partnership program. It shows
how distributions in private markets portfolios bring forward
the maturity profile of an investment program and increase the
likelihood that the required return hurdle will be reached.

The timing and amount of performance fee payments
depends on several factors, including the pace of
deployment, performance of investments and pace
of realizations (cash distributions). Partners Group
recognizes performance fees once it is highly probable
that performance fees will be received and retained
permanently, irrespective of the subsequent performance
of that program. This is described through the following
steps:
•

Step 1: we consider performance fees which would
be due to realized investments only, considering
the agreed profit-sharing mechanism, including the
agreed hurdle return.

•

Step 2: we consider performance fees expected
on the aggregate program, i.e. on the combination
of realized and unrealized investments. We
include the value of unrealized investments with a
significant discount (typically 50%, depending on
the investment strategy). This discount is chosen
such that performance fees are highly likely to be
permanent, including in case of subsequent negative
program development, i.e. such that the likelihood of
a potential claw-back situation is minimal.

•

Step 3: performance fees are only recognized on the
lower of either realized investments (Step 1) or the
combination of realized and stress-tested unrealized
investments (Step 2)

Illustrative example of a closed-ended private
markets program over its lifetime
This illustrative example assumes an initial client
commitment of 100 into a closed-ended investment
program. It is agreed that the investment manager shall
receive 20% of profits over time and that the return
hurdle shall translate to distributions to the client of 140.
After a few years, the investment manager generates
realizations in the portfolio and starts making
distributions to the client. After 6-9 years, the cumulative
distributions (blue triangle) received by the client exceed
140, i.e. the hurdle rate. In a first step, the investment
manager is entitled to receive subsequent distributions
above the return hurdle as performance fees, until the
investment manager “catches-up” on past performance in
excess of the client investment (“catch-up” on 140-100 =
40, and 40 x 20% performance fees = 8).
In a second step, the investment manager and the client
will share any additional distributions that stem from the
sale of the remaining portfolio over time, according to
the pre-defined performance-sharing mechanism. In our
example the client receives 80% of distributions and the
investment manager receives 20%. The example assumes
that the remaining NAV equals 60 and this entitles the
investment manager to an additional performance fee
of 12 (60 x 20%) should the portfolio be sold at the
indicated value of 60.
Total performance fees received by the manager are 20
(20% of 40 + 20% of 60 = 8 + 12) and clients receive
80% of profits (80% x (200 – 100)).
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The illustrative example below explains the conservative
approach for performance fee recognition described
above.

Performance fee model in a closed-ended
investment program
Capital returns to clients
Total current value
200
(in USD)

140

hurdle rate
(8% IRR on invested capital)

100

initial client commitment
(in USD)

12

NAV
60

(20% of 60 = 12)
catch-up

8 (20% of 40)
Distributions
140

Performance fees
(20% above 100)

Locked-in performance (based on exits)

6-9 years
Performance fee recognition (realized)

0

8

6-9 years

20
(20% of 100)

Note: performance fees of performance fee generating investment programs and
mandates typically range between 5-20% over a hurdle of 4-8% IRR on invested
capital, depending on the program and instruments. Past performance is not indicative
of future results. For illustrative purposes only.
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Illustrative example of performance fee
recognition in a closed-ended program
This simplified example assumes that, with initial client
commitments of 450, a fund made only two acquisitions:
investment Y for 100 and investment Z for 350.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the value of investment Y
increases to 200 and the value of investment Z increases
to 800 for Scenarios 1 and 2, and to 500 for Scenario 3.
The performance fee recognition under these three
scenarios would be as follows:

•

Step 1: as investment Y was realized for 200, we
would be entitled to a performance fee as hurdle rate
at asset level was met. 200 – 100 = 100 (value gain);
100 (value gain) x 20% = 20 performance fees.

•

Step 2: stress-test on remaining NAV: 800 (unrealized
investment Y) x 50% = 400; 400 (stress-tested NAV) +
200 (realized investment Y) – 450 (cost of investment
Y and Z) = 150 (value gain); 150 (value gain) x 20% =
30 performance fees.

•

Step 3: as performance fees can only be recognized
on the lower of realized investments (step 1:
performance fee = 20) vis-à-vis the combination of
realized and stress-tested unrealized investments (step
2: performance fee = 30), we would recognize 20
performance fees.

Scenario 1: No realizations (hurdle rate met)
Investment Y increases to 		

200

Investment Z increases to 		

800

Remaining NAV			1'000
•

•

•

Step 1: as there were no realized investments,
we would not be entitled to a performance fee.
Performance fees = 0.
Step 2: NAV stress-test: 1'000 x 50% = 500; 500
(stress-tested NAV) – 450 (cost of investments Y and
Z) = 50 (value gain); 50 (value gain) x 20% = 10 in
performance fees.
Step 3: as performance fees can only be recognized
on the lower of realized investments (step 1:
performance fee = 0) vis-à-vis the combination of
realized and stress-tested unrealized investments (step
2: performance fee = 10), we would not recognize any
performance fees.

Scenario 3: Investment Y realized (hurdle rate not met)
Investment Y realized for		

200

Investment Z increases to		

500

Remaining NAV			500
•

Step 1: as investment Y was realized for 200, we
would be entitled to a performance fee as hurdle rate
at asset level was met. 200 – 100 = 100 (value gain);
100 (value gain) x 20% = 20 performance fees.

•

Step 2: stress-test on remaining NAV: 500 (unrealized
investment Y) x 50% = 250; 250 (stress-tested NAV) +
200 (realized investment Y) – 450 (cost of investment
Y and Z) = 0 (value gain); as the stress-test brings the
overall return hurdle of the program below the preagreed threshold in this example, no performance fees
can be recognized.

•

Step 3: as the hurdle rate has not been met, we will
not recognize any performance fees, despite there
being realized investments.

Scenario 2: Investment Y realized (hurdle rate met)
Investment Y realized for 		

200

Investment Z increases to 		

800

Remaining NAV			800
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